The objective of this paper is to describe the construction of special weighting and Objective functions which can be used to facilitate a robust synthesis which is motivated by the technique of Vidyasagar and McFarlane and Glover. To this end, in going from a physical description of the plant to a standard Hm problem to be solved, we include weights in a way which reduces the conservatism associated with the overbounding of uncertain blocks.
Introduction
The takeoff point for this paper is the following fact: Except for some highly restrictive uncertainty structures (for example, a single full complex block in the feedback loop leading to a classical H m problem), robust synthesis cannot be carried out in a "one shot" manner. The avoidance of such iterations provides strong motivation for the work of McFarlane and Glover [l] and Vidyasagar [2] . By describing the plant via a coprime factor uncertainty model, they show that when finding a suitable robust controller, iterations can be avoided completely. This raises the following question: In massaging the given uncertainty description of the plant into the form required for a coprime factor style solution, can we reduce or eliminate conservatism which is introduced as a consequence of overbounding the uncertainty? In other words, there is a modeling step involved in going from the physical description of the problem to the coprime factor description of the plant. The success of the subsequent design process depends critically on the "tightness" of the resulting coprime factor model visa-vis the physically realizable uncertainties; for more detailed discussion; see [3] .
The MIMO Case
In this paper, we consider a unity feedback MIMO system consisting of an uncertain plant P ( s , A) connected in cascade with a proper controller C(s).
Notation and Assumptions:
More specifically, the plant family P which is described by the uncertain plant 
WT(s) =
Notice that for the case of r = m = 1, that is, for the case of SISO systems, we obtain similar weighting and objective functions as given above.
Example for the SISO Case
To illustrate how the theory in this paper can address problems which are not readily transparent using the coprime factor uncertainty model, we consider an example involving three plants. Indeed, we begin with the nominal plant 2s+ 1 = + 4s + 3 but also want to guarantee stability against the nonminimum phase operating condition 
C € C
Since, y* < 1, we are guaranteed that P is robustly stabilizable. After carrying out appropriate order reduction, we obtain the compensator 3 s + 2
which still guarantees Hence, C(s) is a robust stabilizer. 4. Conclusion In this paper, our main objective was to carry out a "one-shot" robust synthesis for a class of systems with structured uncertainty. This was accomplished by reducing the robust stabilization problem to a standard H" problem with special weighting and objective functions. One direction for future research involves extending the results to systems with structured real parametric uncertainty. llWSS0 + WT~OllOo < 1.
